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Abstract -Wireless medium is very prone to attacks of 

various types. Here a wireless medium has been taken 

into account and it has been classified as Wireless infra 

structure less medium. Most of the cases, it is termed as 

Ad hoc as well.  Objective of the paper is to identify a 

malicious node that can enter in a routing process and 

can cause major damages to packet delivery. In this 

paper, efforts have been made for how to fuse intrusion 

detection into wireless networks and present a technique 

for detecting novel routing attacks on these networks. 

Efforts have been made to develop an algorithm to detect 

a malicious entry and then regenerate a path to have 

smooth packet delivery. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The advancement of ad-hoc networks offers the 

guarantee of an adaptable, minimal expense answer for 

checking basic foundation. For instance, ad-hoc 

networks have been proposed for applications like 

traffic checking, building observing, and front-line 

reconnaissance [1]. In any application including basic 

foundation, there is the potential risk of malicious 

attacks on this infrastructure, either for monetary 

benefit or as a psychological militant demonstration. 

The ad-hoc network plays a basic part to play in 

identifying these attacks, and consequently can turn 

into an objective for attack by its own doing. 

Notwithstanding, the issue of recognizing attacks, ad-

hoc networks has not been tended to in the writing. A 

vital fascination of ad-hoc networks is their simplicity 

of establishment and activity. Notwithstanding, 

security is one of the critical difficulties to making a 

strong and dependable ad-hoc network [2]. Presently, 

most examination on security in ad-hoc networks has 

zeroed in on anticipation methods, for example, secure 

routing protocols,  

cryptography, and authentication techniques [3]. 

These security systems are generally the primary line 

of guard. Be that as it may, experience with the 

Internet has shown that flaws in these protocols are 

continuously being found and exploited by attackers 

[4]. Ad-hoc network conventions are confronted with 

extra difficulties because of intricacies like a remote 

access medium, capricious hub development, and 

inconsistent hub activity. These difficulties make 

extensive potential to take advantage of shortcomings 

in the organization.  Interruption discovery is the issue 

of recognizing misuse of PC frameworks and 

organizations [5]. Most IDSs apply signature-based 

strategies. As a general rule, signature-based methods 

test for highlights of realized network attacks. This 

brings up the issue of how to learn these highlights for 

known attacks, and how to recognize new attacks. It is 

challenging to utilize directed learning in this unique 

circumstance, since marked preparing information is 

costly to create. More significantly, identifying new 

kinds of attacks whose marks might vary from is 

troublesome those in its unmistakable set. This has 

persuaded examination into solo learning strategies, 

which don't need named information and can 

recognize already "concealed" attacks. Rather than 

learning the mark of attack traffic, unaided oddity 

location strategies zero in on learning the mark of 

typical traffic. Unaided learning procedures do not 

need the information to be marked, nor do they require 

the information to be simply of one kind, i.e., ordinary 

or on the other hand attack traffic. This is a critical 

advantage over the directed learning approach.  

 

Rest of the paper has been organised as: section 2 

represents traditional intrusion detection modules as 

literature survey. Section 3 highlights requirements for 

detection, Section 4 is proposed plan and last section 

concludes the work.  

 

2.INTRUSION DETECTION MODULES 
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Intrusion detection systems relying on the technique 

utilized can be comprehensively ordered to be 

independent interruption systems, cooperative 

intrusion detection systems and hierarchical intrusion 

detection systems. These characterizations depend on 

whether the choice is taken on individual premise or 

agreeably in a joint effort with neighbors choice is 

taken by significant level nodes. Analysts have 

proposed calculations that apply information mining 

strategies, brain organizations, master systems, 

signature based, AI, trust based and so forth. The 

proposed calculations could be investigating the 

review trail information, or it very well may be taking 

choice on the fly however every system has its 

advantages and disadvantages and taking special care 

of all sort of attacks is undeniably challenging. 

There are not many proposed strategies which have 

proposed changes to existing organization layer 

convention principles to consolidate interruption 

detection abilities. These are ordinarily irregularity-

based methods which recognize deviation from 

ordinary working of convention to distinguish 

vindictive action. Network layer conventions for 

MANETs have errand of tracking down a course for 

communication among source and objective because 

of portability this is certifiably not a one-time work 

and is done at whatever point requested by a source 

node not knowing way to objective. Conventions 

assume that the nodes in the organization are 

dependable, solid and agreeable and thusly have no 

security-based measure consolidated in their handling. 

 

3.REQUIREMENTS FOR AN INTRUSION 

DETECTION SYSTEM 
 

Remembering the issue of restricted assets accessible 

in MANETs and the limited available bandwidth, 

arrangements proposed in this theory implant into the 

routing protocol and don't force computational upward 

and communication upward, which are the best 

necessity for an intrusion detection system. According 

to writing previously proposed methods to a great 

extent really do review information investigation 

which is done at the singular level or should be 

possible by designated nodes and later the discoveries 

are given to other people. This isn't intelligent with the 

essentials of a versatile mobile ad-hoc network which 

is characterized as consortium of independent cell 

phones. Independence of a device is negated when 

definitive power is removed and it turns out to be all 

the more near a client server sort of climate. Strategies 

that have been proposed for intrusion detection work 

at individual level and they work just at the time when 

route discovery is in progress. The proposed 

arrangements are inconsistency based and needn't 

bother with any system preparing and accordingly 

require no verifiable information. 

One of the most famous and laid out convention named 

AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) 

directing convention has been viewed as which is an 

on-request routing protocol and a course is kept up 

with just when it is utilized, lapsed courses are not 

utilized. It is most generally utilized convention at 

network layer in MANETS. Proposed interruption 

location strategies exploit unused pieces of convention 

message organization to assemble data from answer 

messages and identify vindictive action from an ill-

conceived node. 
 

4.PROPOSED PLAN 
 

The proposed scheme works in three phases.  

In phase-1 it uses the same route selection criterion as 

AODV. It means a RREQ function is initiated when a 

Source needs to send packets to destination.  RREQ 

follows same pattern of shortest path and reply phase. 

The change that has been made is that in Reply phase 

all nodes Sequence number which is actually the IP has 

been stored in Route table. Source node keeps record 

of which destination sequence number is provided by 

which intermediate node because the aim is to identify 

the node address i.e., nodes identity. 
 

In Phase -2, based on Reply messages the path is 

created. Now if there is sudden burst of drops of 

packets or there is fast movement of nodes and new 

nodes insertion then Route tables are synchronized 

after each HELLO packet and route table is checked. 

If there are noticeable changes in sequence numbers, 

then Malicious intruder is detected. Because a 

malicious node would keep the destination sequence 

number sent in route reply message to be high and hop 

count to be low such nodes would be odd ones. 
 

In Phase 3, the malicious node is isolated, it is marked 

and a new path is created. All this requires the 

calculations and there can be slight extra delay in 

packet delivery.  
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The normal intermediate nodes will report value of 

destination sequence numbers which will be same or 

near the destination sequence number of destination as 

they have active route to destination and have been 

forwarding or receiving data packets from the 

destination such nodes destination sequence numbers 

and hence their identity would be in an array which 

will be destination sequence number of the destination. 

Whereas malicious node report fictitious destination 

sequence number of destination. 

Whereas malicious node report fictitious destination 

sequence number of destination. Source node in this 

case do not consider using hop count, as destination 

sequence number obtained from destinations route 

reply message is enough to identify malicious nodes. 

Therefore, in this case source node records the identity 

of intermediate nodes having destination sequence 

number   and ensures that data forwarding will not be 

done through these malicious nodes. 

The proposed algorithm actually creates two Arrays as 

MDSN called malicious destination sequence number 

and GDSN called genuine destination sequence 

numbers. 

 

 

Figure shows that malicious node sends a route reply 

to source with false values of destination sequence 

number and hop count in the route reply message. 

GDSN implies genuine destination sequence number 

and GHC implies genuine hop count, whereas MDSN 

implies malicious destination sequence number and 

MHC implies malicious hop count. 

 

Type  2 (For RREP Packet) 

Flag  A - Acknowledgment required  

Hop count The number of hops from the 

Originator IP address to the 

Destination IP  

Destination IP 

Address  

The IP address of the destination for 

which a route is supplied 

Originator IP 

Address 

The IP address of the node which 

originated the Route Request for 

which the route is supplied. 

GDSN, GHC Genuine destination sequence 

number, Genuine hop count 

MDSN, MHC Malicious destination sequence 

number, Malicious hop count 

Table: The format of the Route reply message (RREP) 
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SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

An effort has been carried out to propose a NEW 

Scheme by taking AODV as base protocol. 

Experimental analysis of NEW Scheme and AODV 

has been done by carrying out simulation over 

Network Simulator (Version: NS-2.34). The results 

have been derived by using real-life like self-created 

network scenarios. These are designed for varying 

number of mobile nodes. The scenarios have been 

generated using tcl script and the output is analyzed 

using trace and nam files. The performance metrics 

used for analysis are packet delivery ratio, average 

end-to-end delay, network throughput.  It has been 

concluded that the proposed protocol i.e. NEW 

Scheme provides a robust, stable and secured routing 

strategy for adhoc cases.  

 

Scene-1: 10 nodes PDR, Throughput and Delay w.r.t. 

Pause time and speed  

Area considered is 670 m × 670 m and simulation 

execution run time is 600 seconds during pattern 

analysis of 10 nodes using TCP and UDP traffic 

agents. It has been done both with respect to varying 

speed and pause time. Connections using agents to 

transfer data are 3. Speed has been maintained at 1 

meter per second.  Pause time has been varied from 

100 to 600. Where pause time of 100 shows maximum 

movement and 600 shows almost very late movement 

of nodes. Three parameters or metrics used are Packet 

delivery ratio, End to end delay and Throughput.  

Graph-1,2 is representation of Packet delivery ratio 

calculated with pause time and speed respectively. 

Pause time of 100 means faster movement i.e. nodes 

start moving exactly after 100 ms and 600 shows least 

movement as nodes start moving at 600 ms. Similarly 

speed os 1 m/s is slow speed and 10 m/s is faster 

movement. It is clear from Graph that In Normal case, 

PDR is high and reaches almost 100 percent. When a 
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Malicious Node enters, data packet loss occurs and 

there is fall in PDR. Proposed scheme then takes care 

of the delivery ration and graph shows it. At high pause 

time where movement of nodes is slow then proposed 

scheme touches the Mark of normal case as well. Same 

is case with speed also, at high-speed time where 

movement of nodes is very fast then proposed scheme 

touches the Mark of normal case as well. It is clear that 

as speed increases there is more drop in PDR , this is 

case because faster movements causes more route 

breaks and more drops. 

 
Graph 1:  PDR 10 nodes with pause time as function 

 
Graph 2 : PDR 10 nodes with speed as function 

Graph 3,4 is representation of Throughput calculated 

with pause time and speed as functions. The graph -3 

is throughput with pause time as function. Results are 

in line with literature. NEW scheme takes care of 

malicious node and recreates path and tries to achieve 

target. The graph-4 shows throughput with speed as a 

function. New scheme is able to touch the Normal 

AODV scheme almost touching same level by 2m/s 

onwards. It is obvious that malicious node causes drop 

but new scheme is able to resolve issue very quickly 

and reaches to maximum potential very soon. 

 
Graph 3: Throughput 10 nodes with pause time 

 
Graph 4: Throughput 10 nodes with Speed 

 
Graph 5:  Delay 10 nodes with pause time 

 
Graph 6:  Delay 10 nodes with speed as function 
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End to end delay is average delay caused in reaching 

of packets from Source to destination each time. The 

graph 4 and 5 are representation of end to end delay 

with respect to pause time and speed as function. It is 

very clear that in Normal case i.e. in normal AODV, 

though the delay occurs, but it is nominal as protocol 

is able to find new route quickly. In case of malicious 

nodes, there is more delay, it is caused actually by non-

reply of destination nodes, or more so by no reply 

messages by broken route. This has been tried to 

resolve using new scheme. As shown in graph there is 

more delay than Normal case but is very genuine as 

New scheme make more calculations in finding out 

optimum route and then updating route tables. So 

delay is more but definitely it is justified as it gives 

more packets at delivery.  

Scene-2 : 20 nodes PDR, Throughput and Delay w.r.t. 

Pause time and speed  

 
Graph 7: PDR 20 nodes with pause time 

 
Graph 8: PDR 20 nodes with speed 

 

Packet delivery scenario is as per literature lines in 

case of 20 nodes. When pause time is less there are 

deviations of 3 to 9 percent, but at larger pause time 

the NEW scheme almost touches the normal mark. 

Same case goes with Speed also. When speed is high 

there are more drops. Main concern that can be shown 

is that the NEW scheme is performing as per 

guidelines. 

 
Graph 9:  Throughput 20 nodes with pause time 

 
Graph 10: Throughput 20 nodes with pause time 

 

Graph 9 and 10 are for throughput, it is clear that 

throughput follows almost same trend as PDR. 

Throughput is delivery per unit time. It almost touches 

the normal mark after settling down  

 
Graph 11:  Delay  20 nodes with pause time 
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Graph12:  Delay 20 nodes with pause time 

 

Graph 11 and 12 exhibits the end-to-end delay. It is as 

per the NEW scheme theory that at many instances the 

delay is more for NEW scheme, but it is because of 

new Route calculations, detecting the malicious 

intrusion and then removing that as well. The delay 

can easily be acceptable as ultimately it gives more 

packet delivery. 

CONCLUSION 

The NEW scheme based on the proposed Algorithm 

has been developed to have a secure and stable routing 

strategy for wireless networks/ the efforts have been 

made for MANET in particular. The best possible 

solution and a safe and more stable route selection has 

been done using this NEW Scheme. Three major 

metrics have been used to evaluate the NEW scheme; 

The comparisons have been done with existing 

popular scheme AODV.  After all the performance 

metrics evaluation for NEW Scheme and AODV it has 

been found that the performance of NEW scheme 

overtakes AODV performance and performs better of 

Malicious or intrusion effected AODV. Therefore, the 

ultimate goal to develop a secure and stable routing 

strategy for MANET has been successfully achieved. 
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